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Abstract
The analysis of historical natural experiments has profoundly impacted economics research
across fields. In this chapter we trace the development and increasing application of the
methodology, both from the perspective of economic historians and from the perspective of
economists in other subdisciplines. We argue that the historical natural experiment represents
a methodological bridge between economic history and other fields: historians are able to use
the cutting edge identification strategies emphasized by applied microeconomists; economists
across subfields are able to scour history for useful identifying variation; development and
growth economists are able to trace the historical roots of contemporary outcomes, and to
identify the ultimate causes of economic growth. Differences in fields suggest differences in
scholars’ aims of studying historical natural experiments. We propose a taxonomy of three
primary motives that reflect priorities in different fields: historians aim to understand causal
processes within specific settings. Economists across fields aim to identify “clean” historical
events (in whatever context) to test hypotheses of theoretical interest or estimate causal parameters. And, growth and development economists aim to identify past variation that can be
causally linked to contemporary outcomes of interest. We summarize important contributions
made by research in each category. Finally, we close with a brief discussion of challenges facing
each category of work.
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Introduction

The last 20 years have seen an extraordinary rise in the prominence of historical analysis in the
broader economics profession (Abramitzky, 2015; Margo, 2018). It is easy to pick out historical
work among the highest-impact research across fields in recent years, and much of this work relies
on historical natural experiments: from economic growth and development (e.g., Acemoglu et al.,
2001, Banerjee and Iyer, 2005, Nunn, 2008b, Dell, 2010), to health (Bleakley, 2007; Alsan, 2015), environmental economics (Hornbeck, 2012), economic geography (Davis and Weinstein, 2002; Bleakley and Lin, 2012), to macroeconomics (Imbens et al., 2001; Fuchs-Schündeln and Schündeln, 2005),
and beyond.1
From the perspective of economic historians, the examination of historical natural experiments
allows one to make causal arguments about historical processes using the language and empirical methods of applied economists more generally. From the perspective of economists across
applied fields, historical variation provides a laboratory in which there exist unique opportunities to test hypotheses that cannot be tested using naturally-occurring contemporary variation or
experimental methods. The study of specifically historical natural experiments also allows sufficient time to pass to observe general equilibrium effects. Natural experiments in history are a
methodological “bridge” between economic history and other fields: historians’ empirical methods have converged toward those in other applied microeconomic fields; scholars in other fields
have developed the archival research skills of the economic historian.
We believe this bridge between fields has been extraordinarily valuable: historical natural
experiments have allowed economic historians, development economists, and economists more
generally to pose big questions while still attaining the identification of causal effects that is
emphasized in modern empirical microeconomics (Angrist and Krueger, 1999; Angrist and Pischke, 2010). Perhaps in no field has the examination of historical quasi-experimental variation
been more influential than in economic growth and development: historical natural experiments
have allowed scholars to identify plausibly fundamental factors — for example, political institutions and culture —using the causal, experimental language central to empirical work in (micro)economic development (as pioneered by Duflo, 2001, Miguel and Kremer, 2004, and Gertler,
2004, among others). The combination of big questions and careful causal identification explains
this approach’s impact across fields.
In this chapter we begin by tracing the development and increasing application of the natural
historical experiment methodology, both from the perspective of economic historians and from
the perspective of economists in other subdisciplines. Interestingly, the rise of the historical natural experiment reflects changes in fields as diverse as labor economics, economic history, and
1 Of

course, economic history continues to be influential beyond the application of historical natural experiments.
Recent, important descriptive historical work exists e.g. in finance (Frydman and Saks, 2010), labor (Abramitzky et al.,
2012), and public economics (Piketty and Saez, 2003; Piketty et al., 2006), among others.
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economic development.
Building on this intellectual history of the methodology, we propose a taxonomy of three primary motives for examining historical natural experiments. The taxonomy divides the literature
into categories that reflect different priorities and objectives in different fields. The different objectives are reflected in the breadth and depth of the historical analysis, as well as in the empirical
challenges facing different analyses.
(1) Experiments to understand history. A first set of research, typically conducted by economic
historians, is primarily motivated to understand a specific historical episode or process. Scholars
producing this sort of research will naturally seek historical experiments within their pre-specified
setting. Rather than aiming at testing a general economic hypothesis, they aim to make more
compelling causal arguments about the setting or process of interest (perhaps with more general
implications). Examples of this sort of work are the research by Heldring et al. (2017), who study
R.E. Tawney’s famous hypothesis about the “Rise of the Gentry” and its relationship to industrialization, or our own work on medieval universities (Cantoni and Yuchtman, 2014), aiming to
understand the causal effect of universities and legal institutions on the Commercial Revolution.
A study of the historical context helps identifying plausibly exogenous variation — variation in
the presence of dissolved monasteries in England, or variation in university establishment in 14th
century Germany resulting from the Papal Schism.
(2) Experiments to understand economics. A second set of research, produced by economists
across fields, aims primarily to answer a theoretical or empirical question in an economics subdiscipline, then identifies a historical source of variation that can test theory or provide a clean
estimate of an empirical parameter. The specific historical setting is not of interest per se, but one
must carefully apply historical methods to identify and collect data and — most importantly — to
argue for the exogeneity of the historical treatment. Examples of this work include Bernhofen and
Brown (2004, 2005), who test the theory of comparative advantage examining the forced opening
of the Japanese economy in the late 1850s. Their work is not written as an economic history of the
Japanese economy, but as a remarkably clean test of trade theory.
(3) Experiments to understand contemporary outcomes. Finally, a third set of research, produced mainly by growth and development economists, aims to understand contemporary economic development outcomes by looking at the past.2 Identifying the causal role of past events —
whether directly, or through an intermediating variable — requires identifying historical quasiexperimental variation. While scholars typically have a specific set of historical factors they wish
to understand, their interest is primarily in linking variation in the past to outcomes in the present.
2 Scholarship

identifying deep historical roots of contemporary development shares its methods with work documenting the persistence of historical cultural traits. Among other important findings are: persistence of anti-Semitism
(Voigtländer and Voth, 2012); persistence of gender norms (Alesina et al., 2013); and, persistence of fundamental economic preferences (Galor and Özak, 2016). Research in this field is focused on linking spatial (or cross-group) patterns
of cultural traits and historical features across time, and relies less on historical natural experiments changing cultural
traits (though exceptions exist, e.g. the work by Nunn and Wantchekon, 2011 on the effect of the slave trade on trust in
Africa).
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Specific sources of historical variation are selected both for their possible long-term impact and
for the plausibility of the assumptions needed to identify causal effects. An example of this is the
work of Dell (2010), which identifies the persistent effect of a coercive labor institution (colonial
Peru’s mining mita) on contemporary economic development outcomes. Dell’s work includes an
extremely rich historical analysis of its setting; yet it is the sharp geographical variation in institutions which makes the context of the mita particularly suitable for this study, compared to
other — possibly equally important, but less sharply bounded — instances of extractive colonial
institutions in the Americas.
It is important to highlight two characteristics of our taxonomy: first, it is not exclusive, as there
are no bright lines dividing work into the three categories we describe. We apply the taxonomy
in the belief that most research more naturally fits into a single category, rather than the others,
but many papers will have elements of multiple categories. For example, work in category (1)
is characterized by a primary motivation to understand a specific historical process. But, work in
this category may well speak to some general economic questions, which are the primary driver of
work in category (2). Work in categories (2) and (3), including Dell’s (2010) work, makes significant
contributions to our understanding of a specific historical process even if the research may not
have initially been motivated by the desire to understand the specific historical setting on which
the author focuses.
A second important note about our taxonomy is that the existence of different motives for undertaking the study of historical natural experiments does not imply in any way the existence
of better or worse motives. All of the work we highlight here makes deep, important social science contributions by combining careful applied econometric analysis of natural experiments with
careful historical research. The emphasis on understanding historical episodes themselves versus
general phenomena, versus contemporary outcomes varies, but we learn a great deal from all
three categories of work (including about history).
Research in each category has made important contributions, which will be reviewed below.
Economic history research in category (1) has produced important steps forward in our analysis
of historical experiences, from the Neolithic Revolution (Matranga, 2017), to the Columbian Exchange (Nunn and Qian, 2011), to the Marshall Plan (Giorcelli, 2019). Research in category (2)
has provided some of the cleanest tests of economic theory: from evidence of the efficacy of infant industry protection (Juhász, 2018), to the existence of urban agglomeration effects (Bleakley
and Lin, 2012), to the incorporation of news in asset prices (Koudijs, 2016). Finally, research in
category (3) has significantly broadened economic development research beyond the (valuable)
work conducted implementing randomized controlled trials (RCT’s) and has also impacted development policy. Not only do scholars and practitioners now have a better appreciation for the
historical legacy of colonialism and slavery (see, e.g., Acemoglu et al., 2001; Acemoglu et al., 2002;
Nunn, 2008b; Feyrer and Sacerdote, 2009; Iyer, 2010; Lowes and Montero, 2018); but they also are
more focused on the importance of historically-rooted culture and political institutions, and their
4

expression in contemporary state governance.3
In what follows, we first offer a brief intellectual history of the rise to prominence of the historical natural experiment. Next, we provide a review of the research contributions made in each
category of our taxonomy. We then provide a brief discussion of empirical challenges facing each
category of work (which we develop further in Cantoni and Yuchtman, 2020), then offer some
concluding thoughts.

2

How Did We Get Here?

We see the increased analysis of historical natural experiments as the outcome of changes across
multiple fields in economics. We first discuss these changes in the fields of labor economics, economic history, and growth and development economics, and we argue that they can be mapped
to the three types of papers based on historical natural experiments delineated in the taxonomy
above. We then describe a particularly influential strand of research — on the causal effect of political institutions on economic development — which brought these three developments together.
Labor Economics and the Credibility Revolution
The “credibility revolution” (Angrist and Pischke, 2010) across applied microeconomics has pushed
economists across fields to find credible sources of (experimental or quasi-experimental) variation
to answer their research questions. Some of the earliest “quasi-experimental” work in labor economics had the flavor of studying historical natural experiments. Angrist (1990) identified the
causal effect of military service on earnings by exploiting the Vietnam-era draft of US men, which
implemented a lottery across men’s birth dates. Angrist and Krueger (1991) study the effects of
compulsory schooling laws — in conjunction with quasi-random variation in individuals’ birth
dates — to estimate the causal effect of schooling on earnings.
Both of these papers are the outcomes of searching the past and present for variation that
can identify the causal effects of interest. Quite simply, historical variation in public policies,
historical human-made events, and historical natural processes all provide sources of variation
that may provide cleaner tests of theory or better opportunities to estimate an important empirical
causal parameter than any contemporary variation allows for. This was recognized early on by
labor economists, then increasingly appreciated across applied microeconomic fields. The labor
economics-led credibility revolution was thus a driving force of the analysis of historical natural
3 In planning its post-2015 development agenda,

the United Nations writes that its framework “must be based on an
understanding of the importance of, and a commitment to further promote, resilient, legitimate and inclusive national
and local institutions, as well as inclusive participation in public processes. It must address institutional and governance bottlenecks to ensure transformative and sustainable development.” This echoes the arguments of Acemoglu
and Robinson (2012). Development research on governance more generally is summarized in Finan et al. (2017). The
UN report can be found at https://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/pdf/Think%20Pieces/7_governance.pdf, last accessed October 10, 2019.
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experiments across the discipline. Research in our taxonomic category (2) very naturally arises
from the credibility revolution across the discipline: economists are increasingly looking across
space and time to identify the ideal source of variation to test a hypothesis or estimate a causal
parameter.
Economic History Beyond the Cliometric Revolution
The decades leading up to the increased application of historical natural experiments saw the convergence of empirical work in economic history toward the practices of applied microeconomics
more generally. This convergence dates back to the cliometric revolution of the 1960s, which
brought quantitative analysis and regressions into economic history research (see perhaps its bestknown example, Fogel and Engerman’s, 1974, Time on the Cross). The convergence has continued
with the increasing availability of data due to digitization; this set the stage for the adoption of
the credibility revolution within economic history itself.4 Research in our taxonomic category (1)
thus arises from the incorporation of the credibility revolution into quantitative economic history:
economic historians trained in economics will naturally try to make causal arguments about the
past using the quasi-experimental methods taught in all major graduate programs, and applied in
other fields.
Economic Development and the Randomization Revolution
The early 2000’s saw the rise of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and impact evaluation as
the “gold standard” in empirical economic development research (Gertler, 2004; Miguel and Kremer, 2004; Banerjee and Duflo, 2009a). While RCTs were undoubtedly a huge step forward in the
analysis of economic development, there was a tendency for something of a “streetlight effect”
(Deaton, 2010): a focus on the types of questions that could be answered by conducting an RCT.
This can lead to the neglect of explanatory variables of interest that cannot be randomized because
of ethical constraints; funding constraints; or logistical constraints. In such a setting, identifying
the causal effects of some of these difficult to randomize variables of interest by examining natural experiments provided by history held the promise of answering big questions with credible
identification. There was thus a gap in the development and growth literature that the analysis of
historical natural experiments could fill. Research in our taxonomic category (3) is closely linked to
this desire to identify the ultimate drives of economic growth, while adhering as closely as possible to the causal identification standards expected by development economists, whose benchmark
was the RCT.
4 See

Abramitzky (2015), Margo (2018), and Jaremski (2020), for a discussion of recent changes in the position of
economic history within the economics discipline; see also Mitchener (2015), Abramitzky et al. (2019), and Zhang et al.
(2019) on the promise of digitized historical data for economic history. A prior, optimistic assessment of the integration
of economic history into the economics profession is contained in Romer (1994), contrasting the older, more pessimistic
view of McCloskey (1976).
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The Confluence of These Currents
The application of the historical natural experimental methodology in the subfield of economic
growth and development reflects all three of the trends above, and has produced one of the most
influential economics articles of recent decades: Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson’s (2001), “The
Colonial Origins of Comparative Development” (over 13,000 Google Scholar citations as of January 2020).
A crucial precursor to economists’ use of the historical natural experiment to understand the
causes of economic development was Jared Diamond’s (1997) Guns, Germs, and Steel. This work
asked deep questions about fundamental drivers of economic success across societies, pointing
to ancient historical roots of contemporary riches and poverty. The work also took something of
an “experimentalist” approach to understanding historical development: Eurasia differed from
the Americas and Africa in having an orientation on the x-axis; Eurasia also happened to have
more species of domesticable plants and animals in its natural resource endowment than other
continents. This “historical natural experiment” — the quasi-random assignment of species across
space; of geographic connections across space — arguably shaped paths of human development
for thousands of years.5
From the perspective of economics and economic history, taking a similar approach, Engerman
and Sokoloff (1997), too, argue that contemporary development outcomes were fundamentally
shaped by geography and historical experience. Working within the cliometric tradition, they
provide a richer social science structure for linking geography to development, highlighting the
path from geographical endowments — e.g., suitability for plantation agriculture in the Americas — to political and economic institutions — e.g., slavery — to contemporary poverty. They, too,
apply an experimental lens to the analysis of history and development, viewing the Americas’ colonization as an experiment in which agricultural suitability varies, allowing for the identification
of causal forces.
Drawing from these early analyses of historical natural experiments, Acemoglu et al. (2001)
examine the impact of (arguably exogenous) historical settler mortality across space on contemporary development, working through the historical and contemporary political institutions developed in different colonies.6 Acemoglu et al. (2001) build on Engerman and Sokoloff’s work by:
(i) examining a global sample of countries; (ii) applying a canonical, large-n, quantitative analysis
(i.e., the cross-country growth regression pioneered by Barro, 1991, and Mankiw et al., 1992); and,
(iii) explicitly formulating a quasi-experimental (instrumental variables) identification strategy for
studying the causal effect of contemporary political institutions (resulting from historical variation
in settler mortality and thus colonial settlement strategies and historical political institutions) on
5 Kremer (1993) similarly exploits natural quasi-experimental variation across human societies in where they settle to
study the causal effect of population size on technological progress. The concept of historical natural experiments, and
in particular the use of humankind’s expansion across the world as a major experiment, is further explored in Diamond
and Robinson, eds (2010) from the perspectives of various social science disciplines.
6 This work is then developed in Acemoglu et al. (2002) and generalized in Acemoglu and Robinson (2012).
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development.
This work powerfully unites the three currents described above. First, the developments of
quantitative economic history: its reference to the cliometric literature of Engerman and Sokoloff
(1997) and its archival research on settler mortality. Second, the implementation of credible, quasiexperimental research design emphasized in modern applied microeconomics. Third, a compelling fusion between the big picture, cross-country macroeconomic analysis of growth (e.g.,
Barro, 1991), and the experimental emphasis in recent microeconomic work on economic development (summarized in, e.g., Banerjee and Duflo, 2009b).

3

What Have We Learned?

As described in the introduction above, we propose a taxonomy of papers relying on historical
natural experiments, based on their major focus and their epistemological objective: (1) papers
that seek to understand a specific historical episode or process; (2) papers that aim to answer a
(theoretically-founded) question in economics through a historical episode; (3) papers that aim to
understand contemporary development by examining historical factors. Each category of work in
our taxonomy has yielded a range of powerful insights: teaching us about history, about economic
processes, and about the sources of income variation across countries. Importantly, boundaries
between these categories are fluid, and many of the papers in this literature will provide different
layers of insights, and not fall unambiguously into exactly one of the categories.
In the following, we sketch out some of the most impactful work in each of areas. The work we
cite implements a variety of empirical strategies: from differences in differences, to instrumental
variables, to regression discontinuity. Our definition of what constitutes a “(historical) natural
experiment” is thus not limited to a narrow set of econometric methods, but rather encompasses
any historical imposition of a “treatment”, evaluated relative to some counterfactual or control
group.7 The sources of quasi-experimental variation also vary: from literal lotteries to historical
policies, to natural events, to spatial variation, sometimes smooth and sometimes sharp.

3.1

Experiments to Understand History

We present work falling into this category chronologically, in historical order, illustrating the remarkable scope of this body of work.
7 Sometimes

the “treatment” consists of the abolition of a pre-existing form of variation: e.g., the eradication of
hookworm (Bleakley, 2007). In this case, variation in the intensity of the treatment comes not from the application of
the treatment itself, but from the pre-existing distribution of the condition. The treatment can thus be interpreted as
a historically-contingent effect of a pre-existing feature. We discuss the econometric challenges of this, and related,
empirical research designs in Cantoni and Yuchtman (2020).
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The Neolithic Revolution
Matranga (2017) studies the effects of seasonality on the development of settled agricultural societies, exploiting natural variation in seasonality across space — which sharply increased as a
result of exogenous oscillations in Earth’s axis around 12,000 years ago. He finds that greater
seasonality is, indeed, associated with the development of settled agricultural societies. He argues that this is due to the need to store food when climate is highly seasonal: a given crop will
grow in a location in a particular season, but during other seasons, stored food may be needed.
Providing corroborating evidence for a mechanism emphasizing the need to store food in highly
seasonal environments, Matranga exploits the fact that local crop diversity (and thus year-round
food availability) is greater when there is more local variation in elevation. Consistent with his
theory, seasonal areas with more variation in elevation are not as likely as other seasonal areas to
develop settled agricultural societies. Matranga’s work provides a compelling causal argument
for one of human society’s most important developments.
The Commercial Revolution
In our work on medieval universities (Cantoni and Yuchtman, 2014) we aimed to understand the
causal effect of universities and legal institutions on the European Commercial Revolution. Exploiting the exogenous establishment of the first universities in Germany — a result of the Papal
Schism — we show that greater access to a university increased human capital accumulation, particularly legal human capital, and also increased the rate of market establishment. The rise of
an urban, commercial European economy, we argue, was causally shaped by Europe’s universities, and the legal training they provided. Legal training reduced the costs of trade and contract
enforcement in an environment that was highly politically fragmented.
The Invention of the Printing Press
The invention of the printing press by Gutenberg was arguably among the most important single
innovations in world history. But identifying its causal effects proved difficult for economic historians. Dittmar (2011) provides credible evidence that the printing press caused European cities to
grow. He exploits the quasi-random diffusion of the press from its initial location, in Mainz. Building on this work, Dittmar and Seabold (2018) aim to study the impact of the quantity of printing
on both economic and cultural change in early modern Europe. They discovered that printers’
deaths increased printed output due to the unraveling of collusion among printers. Exploiting the
quasi-random increase in printing following printers’ deaths, they show that increased printed
output increased economic activity (likely working through the spread of business knowledge)
and induced social change (the adoption of the Reformation). In addition to Dittmar’s work (and
exploiting similar variation), Rubin (2014) presents evidence that the printing press supported the
rapid spread of the Protestant Reformation across Europe.
9

The Protestant Reformation
As one of the turning points of Western European history, the Protestant Reformation naturally
lends itself to be examined as a historical natural experiment. Cantoni et al. (2018) present evidence that the Reformation led to the reallocation of economic resources from religious uses (e.g.,
the construction of churches and monasteries) to secular uses (e.g., the construction of administrative buildings). Hornung (2014) shows that the Protestant Huguenots expelled from France
produced a more productive industrial sector in Prussia in the 18th century.8
Other work has tackled one of the best-known theories in social science, the Weber Hypothesis, postulating that Protestant regions were richer than Catholic ones due to a specific work
ethic. Exploiting the quasi-random diffusion of Protestantism from Luther’s home of Wittenberg,
Becker and Woessmann (2009) find that Protestantism was associated with economic development
in late 19th century Prussia, but contrary to Weber’s argument, this was likely not due to cultural
differences. Differences in economic development are instead accounted for by the greater human capital in Protestant regions.9 Cantoni (2015) finds no difference in economic development
between Catholic and Protestant cities across the entire period from 1500–1900.
The Columbian Exchange
One of the most important transfers of people, plants, animals, and microorganisms in human
history was the “Columbian Exchange” between the Old World and the New World following
Europeans’ conquest of the Americas. Nunn and Qian (2011) argue that among the most profound consequences of this exchange was the adoption of the potato in Old World agriculture.
The potato is an extremely inexpensive source of nutrition, where it can be grown. Exploiting
quasi-random geographic variation in potato crop suitability, Nunn and Qian (2011) show that
potato-suitable regions differentially grew compared to other regions, specifically after potato
adoption occurred — the potato can account for one-quarter of the growth in Old World population between 1700 and 1900. Jia (2014b) presents evidence that the adoption of the sweet potato in
China (another crop introduced from the new world) mitigated the effects of adverse agricultural
productivity shocks and thus reduced the frequency of civil conflict.
The French Revolution
The French Revolution and subsequent Napoleonic Wars have long been viewed by historians as
among the most consequential historical episodes in European history. Acemoglu et al. (2011a)
identify the causal effect of Napoleon’s conquest of much of Europe by examining quasi-random,
8 In

related work, Iyigun (2008) finds that religious conflict with the Islamic World reduced conflict between Protestants and Catholics in Europe.
9 In other work on the economic consequences of religion, Botticini and Eckstein (2007) examine the historical roots
of the Jewish people’s economic specialization and emphasis on human capital accumulation.
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within-Germany variation in the extent of French occupation. They find that the reforms introduced by Napoleonic conquest causally shaped economic development trajectories. Specifically,
radical institutional reform established conditions that led to more rapid growth following the
onset of the Industrial Revolution.
The Industrial Revolution
The Industrial Revolution is one of the most studied episodes in the field of economic history,
but its unique status in history — arising only once — has made it challenging to study as a
“large-n” historical natural experiment. Recent work exploiting historical natural experiments
has provided some insight into the Industrial Revolution’s rise and spread, as well as how the
Industrial Revolution economy functioned.
Fernihough and O’Rourke (2014), with an empirical approach explicitly modeled on the work
of Nunn and Qian (2011), find a significant causal effect of coal availability on city growth during the time of the Industrial Revolution, suggesting an important geographic component to the
distribution of industrial development. Heldring et al. (2017) find that the presence of “gentry”
elites, rather than the traditional aristocracy, was associated with more industrial employment
and mills during the Industrial Revolution in England and Wales. Squicciarini and Voigtländer
(2015), collecting data on the regional distribution of subscribers to Diderot’s Encyclopédie, identify
the role of upper tail human capital in driving France’s industrialization. Naidu and Yuchtman
(2013) study the functioning of labor markets in Industrial Revolution Britain, regulated by Master and Servant law, which limited labor mobility. They find that exogenous labor demand shocks
strongly increased prosecutions, but did not produce monotonic effects on wages: prosecutions
under Master and Servant law reduced mobility and thus limited the variation in wages.10
The Progressive Era’s Investments in Public Health
The late nineteenth and early twentieth century US saw many “Progressive Era” public health
initiatives, and scholars have exploited quasi-experimental variation arising from these to shed
light on their consequences. Examining variation across the US South in exposure to hookworm
infection, Bleakley (2007) finds that eradication of the hookworm disease in the early twentieth
century significantly increased educational investments. Alsan and Goldin (2019) study the consequences of sewerage and clean water infrastructure for mortality. They exploit variation across
Boston-area municipalities in their timing of joining the (Boston) Metropolitan Sewerage District,
and find that the combination of sewerage and clean water was a major factor in reducing child
10 An

often-cited precondition for the British Industrial Revolution was the ability of merchants to protect their property rights from the monarch (Acemoglu et al., 2005). Jha (2015) studies the process through which property rights
protection was achieved, presenting evidence that individuals with a (quasi-randomly assigned) stake in overseas
trading companies differentially opposed the extractive Charles I during the English Civil War.
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mortality in turn of the 20th century Massachusetts.11
The Great Migration
Hornbeck and Naidu (2014) identify the causal effect of one of the great demographic shifts in
American history: the Great Migration of Black Americans northward from the US South. To
identify the causal effect, they exploit quasi-random variation in the intensity of the Great Mississippi flood of 1927. More intensely flooded areas saw significantly more Black outmigration.
Whites attempted to restrict Black outmigration, but in the long run adjusted by adopting new
agricultural technologies. Interestingly, technology adoption made more affected regions more
productive than less flooded regions in the long run. Boustan (2010) studies the impact of the
Great Migration on the residential segregation of American cities. Implementing a shift-share approach that relies on pre-existing black populations in Northern cities and variation in economic
conditions across the US South, she estimates large effects of black migration on “white flight”
from the inner cities.12
The Great Depression
Work on the Great Depression was among the first to explicitly exploit natural experiments to
understand important historical episodes. Most famously, Friedman and Schwartz (1963) examined policy experiments that varied the money supply and used them to argue for a “monetarist”
interpretation of the Depression’s severity. Richardson and Troost (2009) exploit the division of
the state of Mississippi between two Federal Reserve banks — which differed in their monetary
policy in response to a 1930 bank crisis — to identify the importance of regional Federal Reserve
policies to the Depression. Hausman et al. (2019) exploit variation across space in agricultural
production to identify the effect of dollar devaluation on crop prices, incomes, and consumption.
They find that the “farm channel” played an important role in the 1933 recovery from the Depression. Finally, Kline and Moretti (2014) study the effects of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), a
major public works program enacted in response to the Depression. Comparing TVA counties to
counties in proposed, but not enacted regional authorities, they find a significant, persistent effect of
this major economic stimulus program on manufacturing.
11 Unintended consequences arising from public health programs include exposing individuals to lead (studied by
Clay et al., 2014) and allowing studies such as the infamous “Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male,”
which (in addition to its horrific direct consequences from leaving Syphilis untreated) generated persistent adverse
health consequences for Black men (Alsan and Wanamaker, 2018).
12 In related work, Fouka et al. (2019) find that the Great Migration fostered the integration of previously-marginalized
recent immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe.
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The Holocaust
The Holocaust was one of the worst atrocities of the 20th century. Acemoglu et al. (2011b) show
that the effect of murdering Jews was not only a humanitarian catastrophe, but also had persistent economic costs. The wiping out of the disproportionately “middle class” Jewish population
distorted Russia’s social structure and economy, and made Russian regions persistently poorer
decades later.
The Marshall Plan
The economic recovery of Europe following World War II (WWII) was one of the first-order facts
of the postwar era. Giorcelli (2019) identifies the causal effect of one program through which the
United States helped stimulate the European economy: management and technology transfers to
Italian firms. Exploiting the quasi-random restriction of the program (resulting from an unexpected budget cut), she finds that firms exposed to the management and technology transfer had
higher performance than comparison firms for more than a decade.13
Social Movements in the Post-WWII US
The post-WWII US saw the rise of the Black Civil Rights movement, which culminated in the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Cascio and Washington (2014) show that the
enfranchisement of Black Americans under the 1965 Voting Rights Act produced a shift in public
expenditure towards counties with more Black citizens. Aneja and Avenancio-Leon (2019) show
that the Voting Rights Act led to greater hiring of Blacks into public offices, which contributed to
Black-White wage convergence.14
The post-War era also saw great strides toward socioeconomic equality for US women. Goldin
and Katz (2002), Bailey (2006), and Bailey (2010) document that a key cause of greater socioeconomic equality was access to contraception technology, specifically “the Pill.” Exploiting crosscohort, cross-region variation in access to contraception, they find that it reduced and deferred
women’s fertility; increased educational attainment; and led to greater selection of women into
the highly-skilled professions.
13 Another

notable post-WWII program was the US GI Bill, which paid for higher education for returning American
soldiers. Stanley (2003) presents evidence that exposure to the GI Bill had economically significant effects on postsecondary schooling.
14 Aaronson and Mazumder (2011) study an earlier episode of Black-White socioeconomic convergence, the effects
of the Rosenwald School initiative, which constructed 5,000 schools for Black children in the US South. Exploiting
quasi-random variation in exposure to the schools across cohorts and counties, they find that the Rosenwald program
produced meaningful socioeconomic impacts for affected Black students: school attendance, literacy, years of schooling,
cognitive test scores, and northern migration all increased.
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3.2

Experiments to Understand Economics

Work in this category primarily aims at the empirical verification of a fundamental economic theory or concept (often in the form of an “existence” proof), or estimating a specific causal parameter (either of theoretical interest or policy relevance). To illustrate the breadth of the contributions
made in this category of work, we will organize this section by economics subfield.
General economic theory
Fundamental economic theories have been tested by scholars exploiting historical natural experiments. The importance of secure property rights — whether enforced privately or by the state —
for incentivizing investment has been examined by various scholars. Hornbeck (2010) exploits
quasi-experimental variation in the adoption of barbed wire to enforce property rights across
space; Bühler (2019) shows that regulating access rights to grazing districts increases productivity
relative to open-access rangeland, using a discontinuity generated by the 1934 Taylor Grazing Act.
The work by Libecap and Lueck (2011) and by Bleakley and Ferrie (2014) reveals the importance
of initial allocations of property rights, and their effects on land values.
How does the arrival of new, private information get incorporated into prices? Koudijs (2016)
exploits variation in the arrival of information to the 18th century Amsterdam stock market, arising from variation in wind that delayed the arrival of information-bearing boats from England.
Koudijs finds that share prices significantly react to information arrival, consistent with financial
economic theory. Dube et al. (2011) also find that new information sharply moves stock prices,
exploiting a different source of information: leaks of classified information about American covert
operations — planned coups — that had the potential to produce high returns to companies in the
targeted countries.15
Another area of research considering basic questions in economic theory regards preference
formation. An active area of research examines historical natural experiments to study whether
individual experience shapes preferences. Exploiting the division of Germany between East and
West, Alesina and Fuchs-Schündeln (2007) show that the experience of Communism persistently
shaped preferences for redistribution and state intervention in the economy. Malmendier and
Nagel (2011) show that the experiences of high stock returns (to which individuals are exposed
quasi-randomly depending on their cohort) affect one’s willingness to take financial risks. Koudijs
and Voth (2016) show that (quasi-random) personal exposure to risk of significant losses affected
18th century Dutch investors’ willingness to take subsequent financial risks. Giuliano and Spilimbergo (2014) show that experiencing a recession in one’s formative years affects one’s beliefs about
the world and preferences for redistribution.
15 The value of private information has also been studied in the context of research on auctions incorporating historical
natural experiments (Hendricks and Porter, 1988 and and Hendricks et al., 2003). Craft (1998) and Feigenbaum and
Rotemberg (n.d.) identify the value of greater access to information in the context of the creation of the US Weather
Bureau and Postal Service, respectively.
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Labor Economics
In one of the earliest papers exploiting a credibly causal research design based on a historical
natural experiment, Angrist (1990) studies the causal effect of military service on earnings. To
overcome the endogeneity of military service, he exploits the Vietnam War draft lottery that randomly increased the probability that men with certain birthdates would serve. Angrist finds that
military service is causally associated with a significant earnings penalty for white men. To study
the effects of low-skilled immigration on local wages, Card (1990) exploits the arrival of over one
hundred thousand Cuban migrants’ arrival in Miami as part of the Mariel Boatlift in 1980. He
compares Miami’s labor market outcomes following this “natural experiment” to those in other
cities and finds very small effects. Angrist and Krueger (1991) study the effects of compulsory
schooling laws — in conjunction with quasi-random variation in individuals’ birth dates — to
estimate the causal effect of schooling on earnings (see also Stephens and Yang, 2014).
Determinants of human capital investments have also been studied by exploiting historical
natural experiments. Santavirta (2012) studies the role of families in shaping human capital outcomes by exploiting quasi-random variation in children’s adopted families in World War II era
Scandinavia. Exploiting variation across US states in the legal minimum working age, Manacorda
(2006) studies the effects of local labor market opportunities for children on their siblings, finding
that working children improve their siblings’ educational outcomes. Using an almost archetypal natural experiment — Georgia’s Cherokee Land Lottery of 1832 — Bleakley and Ferrie (2016)
show that substantial wealth transfers do not lead the children of lottery winners to obtain better
outcomes in terms of wealth, income, or literacy.
A large literature studies the determinants of health and the consequences of variation in
health — an important dimension of human capital — and historical natural experiments have
proved to be particularly useful to study the “Fetal Origins” hypothesis. Almond (2006) finds that
fetal exposure to the 1918 flu epidemic worsened a range of human capital and economic outcomes. Examining individuals who experienced the eradication of malaria in India during their
early childhood, Cutler et al. (2010) find small, positive effects on income in adulthood, but only
mixed results on educational attainment. Banerjee et al. (2010) identify the effect of a temporally
and spatially varying agricultural productivity shock (phylloxera, which destroyed vineyards in
nineteenth century France and reduced farmers’ incomes) on height outcomes, finding large effects. Baten et al. (2014) study the impact of high food prices in early 19th-century Britain, caused
by bad harvests and the interruption of grain imports from France during the Continental Blockade, on cognitive outcomes in adulthood. They find that individuals born in years with high food
prices had lower levels of numeracy and worked in occupations with lower earnings. Exploiting
Sweden’s rich administrative data, Almond et al. (2009) find that fetal exposure to fallout from the
Chernobyl disaster affected academic performance; Grönqvist et al. (2020) find significant effects
of fetal exposure to lead; and, Nilsson (2017) finds significant effects of fetal exposure to alcohol.
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Exploiting changes in air pollution driven by the 1970 Clean Air Act, Isen et al. (2017) find that
labor market outcomes are affected by exposure to air pollution in the first year of life.
Marriage markets have also been studied by exploiting historical natural experiments. Scarcity
of men induced by military casualties has been studied by Abramitzky et al. (2011) and Brainerd
(2017), among others. In different contexts, theoretical predictions about male scarcity are confirmed: men achieve better matches; women’s marriage rates fall; and, out of wedlock births rise.
Goñi (2018) considers the “London Season”, in which aristocratic bachelors were introduced to
“eligible” debutantes. The exogenous interruption of this matching technology (e.g., due to the
death of Prince Consort Albert) reduced the extent of sorting in the marriage market.
Finally, personnel economics questions have been answered using historical natural experiments. Xu (2018) exploits variation at the top of the British Colonial Office to study the effects of
patronage on bureaucrat performance. He finds that a patron leading the Colonial Office produces
more desirable placements, and worse performance. In a different historical context, the British
Royal Navy, Voth and Xu (2020) find that patronage produces promotion, but in this case better
selection and better performance.
Public Finance
The causal effects of the introduction of major social welfare programs have been evaluated exploiting historical natural experiments. Aizer et al. (2016) consider the effects of the Mothers’
Pension program — one of the first government-sponsored welfare programs in US history. Using
individual-level administrative records of applicants to the program they show that children of the
beneficiaries have improved health and higher income in the long run. Gelber et al. (2016) study
the effects of additional Social Security income on earnings, exploiting a sharp change in benefits
depending on birth year. Goodman-Bacon (2018) studies the effects of Medicaid’s introduction,
exploiting variation across states in the ex ante eligible population, and finding that it significantly
reduced child mortality. Fetter and Lockwood (2018) exploit variation in Old Age Assistance Programs across US states and find that these programs significantly reduced older men’s labor force
participation rates. Combining the study of the “Fetal Origins” hypothesis with the evaluation
of a major welfare program, Almond et al. (2011) find that the rollout of the Food Stamp Program improved birth outcomes, especially among the African American population. Studying
Bismarck’s health insurance — the oldest compulsory health insurance program — Bauernschuster et al. (2020) find that its introduction reduced mortality rates from infectious diseases.
In addition to studying government expenditure programs, several studies have examined
major historical tax reforms to estimate the impact of tax rates on labor supply (e.g., Feldstein,
1995 and Bianchi et al., 2001).
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Trade Economics
The theory of comparative advantage is central to trade theory, yet it is difficult to test. Bernhofen
and Brown (2004) and Bernhofen and Brown (2005) identify a setting of exogenous trade opening:
the forced opening of the Japanese economy in the late 1850s. They provide the cleanest empirical
evidence available on the causal effect of openness on trade volume (exports and imports), prices,
and welfare. They also confirm the predictions of one of the most important theories in economics.
The relationship between distance and trade volume is at the heart of empirical trade research.
Feyrer (2009) exploits the closure of the Suez Canal between 1967 and 1975 — and the resulting
sharp change in shipping distances between trading partners — to identify the causal effect of
distance on trade and incomes. He finds that greater distance reduces trade, and thus income.
Pascali (2017) exploits the invention of the steamship and consequent variation in the reduction of
trade costs to show that in the first era of globalization, trade promoted economic development in
locations with more inclusive political institutions.
Whether temporary trade protections can support industrial development is an important
question for both trade economists and policymakers. Providing an “existence result” — protection can promote industrial development — Juhász (2018) exploits the Napoleonic blockade,
which protected textile producers in northern France from English competition. She finds that the
temporary protection provided by the blockade led to mechanization and production in the textile
sector. In related work, exploiting historical variation in South Korea and Finland, respectively,
Lane (2019) and Mitrunen (2019) present evidence of successful industrial policy.
The impact of access to markets on prices, output, trade volumes, and welfare is among the
core empirical questions in trade, and has been studied exploiting quasi-random historical variation in the diffusion of transportation networks. Fogel (1962) and Fogel (1964) famously studied
the impact of the railroad (relative to a counterfactual) on the historical development of the US.
Building on this work, and incorporating modern trade theory, Donaldson (2012) structurally estimates the impact of market access exploiting variation in the construction of railroads in British
Colonial India. Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016) estimate large effects of railroad-provided market access on US land values in the late nineteenth century. Redding and Sturm (2008) find large
effects of lost market access in the context of the division of Germany into East and West.16
Urban Economics
What determines the spatial pattern of urban development? Davis and Weinstein (2002) find
evidence consistent with locational fundamentals being very important, finding significant persistence in Japanese city sizes, even in the face of massive shocks. To identify a causal effect of a
short-term locational advantage, Bleakley and Lin (2012) exploit the existence of specific portage
16 In related work, Burchardi and Hassan (2013) identify the value of social linkages for economic activity by exploiting

quasi-random variation across West German cities in linkages to the East, then observing differential growth following
Germany’s reunification.
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sites on US rivers. These sites were crucial points for historical trade as goods moving on water
needed to be transported on land at precisely these sites (e.g., at rapids or water falls). Bleakley
and Lin (2012) find that these sites were persistently more densely populated up through the year
2000. This represents compelling evidence of path-dependence in urban development. Redding
et al. (2011) provide evidence that spatial equilibria can be shifted, exploiting variation in airport traffic in Germany following reunification. Constraints to urban growth arising from existing
construction are studied by Hornbeck and Keniston (2017). They interpret the rapid reconstruction after the Great Boston Fire of 1872 as a sign that prior, outdated buildings imposed negative
spillovers and dampened growth.
How transportation networks affect the spatial distribution of economic activities is another
empirical question that has been answered using historical natural experiments. Baum-Snow
(2007) studies residential sorting between central cities and suburbs, finding that highway construction in the US played a significant role in the declining population in US central cities. Ahlfeldt
et al. (2015) use the separation of Berlin by the Wall (1961–1989) to estimate parameters that govern
agglomeration and dispersion forces in a model of urban production and commuting. Heblich et
al. (2018) find that the construction of the London Underground was a crucial contributor to the
spatial distribution of housing, employment, and the overall growth of Greater London.
Political economy
Core political economy questions have been answered using historical natural experiments. The
role of the media in influencing public opinion, as well as turnout and voting, is a central area of
research in this broad field. Several recent papers examine the impact of quasi-random changes
in access to information on political outcomes. Strömberg (2004) exploits variation in access to
radio to show that better-informed citizens receive more favorable policies. Gentzkow et al. (2011)
find that local newspaper entry increased voter turnout, while Gentzkow (2006) finds that the introduction of television reduced voter turnout in the US (due to the crowding out of local news).
Adena et al. (2015) study the impact of radio in Weimar and Nazi Germany, finding that exposure to pro-government radio increased support of the democratic regime in the Weimar era, but
increased support for the Nazis as well as anti-Semitic acts once the Nazis took power.
Several papers exploit historical natural experiments to study the consequences of political
institutions on economic outcomes. Hinnerich and Pettersson-Lidbom (2014) exploit a sharp population threshold determining whether Swedish local governments function as direct or representative democracies. They find that direct democracies spend less on public welfare than representative democracies, perhaps due to elite capture. Miller (2008) considers the importance of who
has the right to vote. Exploiting sharp variation in timing of state-level women’s suffrage laws, he
shows that granting women the right to vote significantly increased public health spending and
improved children’s health outcomes. Dal Bó and Rossi (2011) examine the impact of legislators’
term lengths on their performance in office, exploiting two natural experiments that randomly
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assigned term lengths in the Argentine Congress. They find that longer term lengths increase legislators’ effort, because effort takes time to yield payoffs: a longer time horizon in office means a
higher likelihood of reaping returns on effort.
Dippel (2014) examines the consequences of the composition of the state — whether a state is
made of a homogeneous ethnic group or consists of several different groups. The latter sort of
state was often the consequence of colonial policies that forced coexistence upon distinct ethnicities. Exploiting variation in the composition of US Native American reservations, Dippel finds
that forced coexistence is associated with significantly worse economic outcomes. Finally, Chaney
(2013) considers the importance of the threat of revolt on the allocation of resources and the balance of power, an important parameter in formal political economy models of institutional change.
Specifically, he studies religious and military authorities in Egypt in the centuries following the
establishment of the Ayyubid dynasty in 1169. In this context, Chaney finds that major floods
of the Nile were associated with more transfers to the religious authority and a lower likelihood
of replacement. This is consistent with a model in which floods increased the power of religious
authorities due to their ability to coordinate a revolt against the military authority.
The Economics of Science and Innovation
In a series of papers examining the consequences for German science of the expulsion of Jewish
scientists under the Nazi regime, Fabian Waldinger is able to shed light on the importance for
scientific production of faculty quality (Waldinger, 2010) and peer effects (Waldinger, 2012). The
outbreak of WWII provides Waldinger and co-authors with a source of variation allowing them to
identify the importance of physical capital (Waldinger, 2016) as well as access to frontier knowledge (Iaria et al., 2018) in scientific production. The arrival of German scientists in the US is also
a useful source of variation to study the impact of frontier scientists on innovation (Moser et al.,
2014).
The importance of intellectual property rights for scientific output — and creative output more
generally — has been examined in a series of papers by Petra Moser. She and he co-authors find
that stringent protection of intellectual property rights involves a clear trade off. On the one hand,
intellectual property rights can encourage creative activity (Giorcelli and Moser, 2019); on the
other hand, intellectual property rights can limit follow-on innovation (Moser and Voena, 2012),
as well as scientific output (Moser and Biasi, 2019). Watzinger et al. (2019) show that in 1956, when
the antitrust authorities forced Bell to license all its existing patents royalty-free, this had a positive
effect on innovation, but only in sectors where Bell did not maintain a monopolistic position.
Hanlon (2015) provides an empirical test of one of the most influential theories of technical
change: technology should be developed endogenously to complement abundant inputs (as argued
in the work of Hicks, 1932, and Habbakuk, 1962, and more recently by Acemoglu, 2002). In his
work, Hanlon (2015) identifies a causal effect of input relative abundance on complementary directed technical change by exploiting the sharp decline in (Southern) American cotton imports to
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Britain during the US Civil War. Hanlon finds that the sharp, unanticipated change in relative
Indian cotton abundance indeed induced the development of complementary technology — perhaps the clearest example of directed technical change that economists have identified.
Macroeconomics
Fundamental questions in macroeconomics have been answered by exploiting historical natural
experiments (see also Fuchs-Schündeln and Hassan, 2016 for a review of this literature). The
impact of monetary policy on real economic outcomes has been identified from sharp historical
variation in the money supply, argued by the researchers to have been exogenous (see Friedman,
2005 and Velde, 2009). Romer and Romer (2004) identify plausibly exogenous changes in monetary
policy by closely examining narrative records from Federal Open Market Committee meetings. All
of this work finds large effects of monetary policy on real economic outcomes.
The impact of fiscal policy on output has been studied by Barro and Redlick (2011) and Ramey
(2011), who exploit variation in government spending arising from (arguably exogenous) war
needs. They find significant crowding out of private economic activity by government spending. Relying on a close reading of the narrative record (presidential speeches and Congressional
reports), Romer and Romer (2010) find large contractionary effects of plausibly exogenous tax
increases.
Preferences driving savings and consumption decisions have been estimated from historical
quasi-experimental variation as well. Hausman (2016) exploits quasi-random variation in eligibility for US military veterans’ payments to identify the marginal propensity to consume during the
Great Depression. Imbens et al. (2001) study the impact of windfall earnings on consumption and
savings by examining the behavior of lottery winners. Fuchs-Schündeln and Schündeln (2005)
exploit exogenous variation in income risk produced by the reunification of Germany to estimate
precautionary savings accounting for self-selection into riskier occupations.

3.3

Experiments to Understand Contemporary Outcomes

Work in this category of papers aims to identify historical determinants of contemporary outcomes, often contemporary economic development. We organize this section by the historical
causal driver, thus illustrating the broad range of factors studied using historical natural experiments (a large part of this literature is also reviewed by Nunn, 2009).
Colonial Experience
A range of work establishes causal effects of the colonial experience on contemporary development outcomes. As discussed above, Acemoglu et al. (2001) and Acemoglu et al. (2002) provide evidence that settler mortality shaped subsequent political institutions, and thus economic
growth. Feyrer and Sacerdote (2009) exploit quasi-random variation in wind direction and wind
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speed — which affected when an island would be colonized, and thus who was likely to colonize
it — to provide evidence that the identity of the colonist matters for subsequent development. Iyer
(2010), Bruhn and Gallego (2012), and Banerjee and Iyer (2005) argue that specific policy choices
of colonists affected long run development. This work is closely related to the research of La Porta
et al. (1998) and La Porta et al. (2008), who argue that a country’s legal tradition — common law
or civil — is significantly shaped by the colonial experience, and has important consequences for
economic outcomes.
Dell (2010) and Lowes and Montero (2018) examine sharp geographic discontinuities in exposure to specific colonial extractive institutions (the Potosı́ mining mita and the Congo’s extractive
rubber concessions, respectively). Regression discontinuity evidence suggests that colonial practices persistently, negatively affected development outcomes in these setting. Not all colonial
action was harmful to economic activity in the long-run. In a within-country analysis, Dell and
Olken (Forthcoming) find that greater extraction by the Dutch on Java is associated with greater
economic development today; Jia (2014a) finds that the colonial treaty ports in China (forcibly extracted by Western Powers from the Chinese) exhibit greater economic development today than
very similar locations that were not established as treaty ports.
The Slave Trade
The slave trade was unquestionably devastating for peoples and societies in Africa and in the
New World. One naturally wonders: did this immense economic extraction persistently affect
economic outcomes in Africa today? One can imagine different relationships between slavery and
development: on the one hand, slaving may have destroyed local institutions (formal and informal) and disincentivized long-term investments (in physical or human capital), reducing wealth,
with persistent negative consequences. On the other hand, if slaving was associated with local
investments in political, economic, and commercial infrastructure, locations with intense slaving
might have performed better than areas in the neighboring hinterlands (though, to be clear, perhaps worse than in a counterfactual scenario with no slaving at all).
Nunn (2008b) identifies a significant, negative causal effect of the intensity of the slave trade
on contemporary economic development in Africa. To measure the intensity of the slave trade at
the country level, he first collects historical data on the ethnicities of slaves shipped and traded.
He then links these data to ethnic homelands, and ethnic homelands to contemporary country
boundaries. He finds that countries from which more slaves were extracted (relative to land area)
remained significantly poorer in the year 2000 (Nunn and Wantchekon, 2011 present evidence
that contemporary levels of trust in Africa have also been affected by the slave trade). To more
credibly identify a causal relationship, Nunn exploits variation in distance to the major slavereceiving ports: some locations in Africa were intensely traded not because of their own innate
characteristics, but because they happened to be closer to the slave-receiving ports. Using distance
to slave-receiving ports as an instrument for the intensity of the slave trade, Nunn continues to
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find a negative effect of the slave trade on economic development. Related work by Nunn studies
the impact of slave holding in the US on long-run economic outcomes (Nunn, 2008a).
Disease Environment
The impact of geography and the associated disease environment on development has been argued perhaps most famously by Jeffrey Sachs (see, for example, Bloom and Sachs, 1998). Acemoglu and Johnson (2007) show that the worldwide improvement of life expectancy starting in
the 1940s, due to more effective public health measures and pharmaceuticals, has produced population growth but not improvements in income per capita. Recent work by Marcella Alsan (2015)
has provided some of the clearest causal evidence of Africa’s specific disease environment affecting economic development. Alsan exploits geographic variation in the suitability of the environment for the Tze Tze fly, which carries a parasite that sickens humans and kills livestock. She finds
that disease environment shaped technological progress and political organization in Sub-Saharan
Africa, with persistent consequences for economic development.
Leadership
The role of individual leaders in shaping economic outcomes, and shaping the course of history
more generally, is an important question across the social sciences. While it is easy to find anecdotal evidence linking individual political leaders to important policy choices and economic development outcomes (e.g., Deng Xiaoping’s decision to open the Chinese economy), it is difficult to
identify a credible causal link from individuals to economic outcomes (perhaps Deng Xiaoping’s
choice was endogenous with respect to the economic opportunities facing the Chinese economy).
To identify a causal effect of leaders, Jones and Olken (2005) exploit the quasi-random deaths of
leaders. They find that when a leader happens to die, growth trajectories significantly change —
this is particularly true, as one would expect, for autocrats, who did not face tight formal political
constraints. Besley et al. (2011) exploit similar variation to show that leaders’ education matters
for economic growth as well.
Genetic diversity
Ashraf and Galor (2013) advance the hypothesis that economic development outcomes reflect
deeply rooted genetic differences across societies. They argue that a moderate level of genetic
diversity should promote economic development: on the one hand, more diversity makes it more
likely that the right traits are available to develop or adopt a particular technology. On the other
hand, too much diversity can generate distrust and conflict among differing people. To test their
hypothesis, the authors exploit the natural (quasi-experimental) variation in genetic diversity
across societies arising from humans’ spread around the world “Out of Africa”. As founders
left the original human groups to establish new groups, these groups would be ever less diverse.
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Thus, the homeland of humans (Africa) is extremely diverse — too diverse according to the authors, and thus relatively poor. Eurasia is moderately diverse — and relatively rich. And, the
Americas (i.e., native American societies) are very genetically homogeneous — too homogeneous
according to the authors, and again, relatively poor.
Historical Political Experience of One’s Ancestors
Several recent papers exploit historical natural experiments to identify the persistent effects of
ancestors’ historical political experiences on contemporary culture and economic development
outcomes. Guiso et al. (2016) identify a historical source of variation in local culture (“civic capital”): the experience of self-governance in the city-states of medieval Italy. They exploit a source
of quasi-random historical variation in self-governance: the presence of a bishop in the year 1000,
which made self-governance more likely in northern Italian towns. Lowes et al. (2017) show that
historical experience of a centralized state (the Kuba Kingdom) persistently affected the social
norms of the descendants of its inhabitants. Heldring (2018) finds that villages that had a longer
experience of a historical centralized state in Rwanda exhibit more adherence to state policy. This
produced differentially more violence when the Rwandan government mobilized citizens for mass
killing and less violence when the government pursued peace.
Putterman and Weil (2010) show that countries with longer histories of developed states are
richer today and that individuals descended from regions with a longer experience of organized
states are higher in their current home countries’ income distributions. Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) find that pre-colonial political centralization of local ethnic groups is positively
associated with regional development in Africa.

4

Challenges to the analysis of historical natural experiments

Each category of work in our taxonomy is subject to particular, historically relevant empirical
critiques.

4.1

Experiments to Understand History

Research in our category (1) aims to exploit quasi-experimental variation to make more credible
causal statements about historical processes. This sort of work, we believe, is particularly susceptible to the critique of “looking under the lamppost”: the economic historian may miss important
aspects of the historical process of interest due to the study a component of it that exhibits useful identifying variation. Our work (Cantoni and Yuchtman, 2014) is one target of such critique:
while we aim to study the Commercial Revolution — a process beginning in Northern Italy in the
Middle Ages — we study market establishment in the Holy Roman Empire several centuries after
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the Commercial Revolution began. We argue for the applicability of our findings to the broader
process of the Commercial Revolution, but the critique is well-taken.
Another concern specific to this category of work is that establishing the exogeneity of a quasiexperimental treatment can amount to arguing for the inexplicability of the precise historical variable of interest. The work of Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015) is exposed to this critique: the
authors link upper-tail human capital — which is measured using the proxy variable of subscriptions to Diderot’s Encyclopedie — to industrialization and growth in France. Yet, the precise explanatory variable of interest varies in a manner that is unexplained. The authors show that the
distribution of subscribers is “balanced” on many dimensions suggesting that they can identify a
causal effect — much to the experiment’s benefit, but not to the benefit of the historian wishing to
understand the distribution of human capital across France.

4.2

Experiments to Understand Economics

Research in category (2) is subject to the sorts of concerns raised by Heckman (2005) and Deaton
(2010) about quasi-experimental work more generally. One can identify a causal effect from a
clean experiment, but to understand socioeconomic processes, one typically needs to go beyond
estimating a single causal effect to understand how that effect relates to economic theory. Work in
category (2) thus often offers very nice “existence” results, without necessarily providing insight
into the mechanisms producing a particular empirical finding. For example, the work of Juhász
(2018) provides an extremely important finding, indicating the potential for temporary trade protection to promote industrial development. However, it does not tell us why protection worked in
this case, while it appears to fail in other cases (only a short discussion is provided in the paper).
Whether causal parameter estimates from a particular historical natural experiment are useful
or interesting to an economist interested in contemporary policy questions is also likely to vary
significantly across settings and applications. For example, labor supply elasticities estimated
from a “clean” historical experiment (e.g., the introduction of a new tax) may not be relevant
for contemporary policy recommendations, in very different institutional and cultural settings.
While clean parameter estimates and existence results such as those in Bernhofen and Brown
(2004) or by Davis and Weinstein (2002) can inform broad classes of models, economic theory and
an understanding of institutional details are needed to draw general conclusions from specific
historical settings.

4.3

Experiments to Understand Contemporary Outcomes

Research in category (3), causally linking past variation to contemporary outcomes (either directly
or through single endogenous regressors in an instrumental variables model), is subject to a range
of threats from historical contingency. As we discuss in more detail in Cantoni and Yuchtman
(2020), the arrival of time-varying shocks makes it very difficult to trace out simple causal effects
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from even the cleanest natural experiment. Estimated treatment effects are typically historicallycontingent, or in some cases, mix up time-contingent effects of instrument, regressor of interest,
and perhaps intermediate outcomes. While there is much to like, and learn from, work linking
past variation to the present, it requires extremely careful historical work all along the causal
chain, not merely understanding the moment of randomization itself.
All of these critiques are best resolved by applying economic theory and deep historical understanding to one’s quasi-experimental research. This helps one generalize a local average treatment
effect; it helps one understand how historical mechanisms act over time.

5

Concluding thoughts

In this piece we have traced out the development of a methodology, the historical natural experiment, that has stimulated work in the field of economic history and also provided a tool that is
applied across fields in economics. It has produced some of the most influential recent empirical
work not only in economic history but also in subfields from economic development, to trade, to
urban economics, labor economics, macroeconomics, and beyond.
We have described the accomplishments of this large body of research, and briefly raised concerns with the application of the methodology. Both strengths and weaknesses, we believe, have
their roots in the intellectual history of the rise of the historical natural experiment as an empirical
tool. The strengths lie in the linking of extraordinary ambition in asking fundamental research
questions with sharp research design that allows for more credible causal statements. The weaknesses lie in the temptation to conduct very reduced form empirical analysis, and thus very narrow
historical analysis, once a (seemingly) clean source of historical variation is identified. The weaknesses, we note, are ironically reinforced by the incorporation of economic history papers into an
ever-wider range of economics field course syllabi — while concomitantly stand-alone economic
history courses (once required in PhD programs around the world) disappear. We emphasize that
the analysis of historical natural experiments is a bridge: historians must learn to do good applied
econometrics, and non-historians must cross over and develop tools of historical analysis.
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